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Deloitte -Blockchain:  How it works 

Source:  Deloitte, Blockchain: Democratized trust 
Distributed ledgers and the future of value 



Blockchain:  How it works (cont.) 

Source:  Deloitte, Blockchain: Democratized trust 
Distributed ledgers and the future of value 
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Types of Blockchains

Source:  Techmagazine



Applications of Blockchain

Source:  Medium.com
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https://blog.dshr.org/2018/10/gini-coefficients-of-cryptocurrencies.html

https://blog.dshr.org/2018/10/gini-coefficients-of-cryptocurrencies.html
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Motivation and 

Contribution
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Motivation

 Importance of data collection increases when they include sensitive information.

 Example: health data and contract tracing practices in the fight against COVID-19

 Blockchain is claimed to be revolutionary in changing how value (data) is transferred.

 Blockchain promises a secure and transparent trail of data.

BUT!

 What about societal implications?

 How does blockchain morally influence society?

 Moral compass of the technology?

 What are the potential ethical risks associated with BC?

 How can we possibly reduce such risks?
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Why BC ethical concerns matter 

during COVID-19?
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Ethical concerns exacerbated by the sudden need to work remotely:

 Remote work → More transfer of data

 Remote work → More digital transactions (except U.S. voting)

 High unemployment → Greater incentive to commit computer fraud

 High unemployment → More susceptible to blockchain fraud 

schemes and wallet theft

 More blockchain transactions → greater energy demand

 More blockchain transactions → greater opportunity for human 

rights violations with mining consortiums



Contribution

 Draws from the ethics literature pertaining to technology (in general)

 Approaches Blockchain from an ethical perspective

 Proposes a framework that :

❑ Categorizes and discusses potential ethical issues into six categories

❑ Ethical risks are observed and categorized according to the idiosyncrasies of each

type of Blockchain

❑ Discusses possible ways and stakeholders who can help mitigate/reduce such risks
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Proposed 

Framework
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Why is BC different? 17

Adapted from  Madnick, 2020



Potential ethical concerns Specific 

to BC

 Economic factors

 Environmental impact

 Impact on the individual

 Impact on the organization

 Cybersecurity and dark web

 Governance
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Permission-

less

Semi-

permissioned

Who can lead the 

mitigation effort?

Economic factors Wealth distribution Yes Yes Regulators

Concentration of Wealth (GINI Coefficient) Yes Possible Regulators

Environmental 

impact

Mining Yes Possible Miners

Verification Yes Yes Coders/Miners

Energy Yes Yes Coders/Miners

Impact on the 

individual

Impact on Employees Yes Management/Regulators

Privacy of the users Yes Yes Regulators

Impact on the 

Organization

Challenges for smaller companies Yes Management

Centralization of Mining (inclusion issue) Yes Management/Miners

Inclusion Yes Management

Cyber security & 

dark web

Cybersecurity Yes Yes Regulators/Management

Dark web Yes No Regulators

Governance Transparency issues Yes No Regulators/Management

Auditability Yes Yes Regulators/Management

Ethics of the platform Yes Yes Regulators/Management

Distributed and automated decision making Yes Possible Management/Coders



Discussion 

and 

Conclusion
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Discussion

Role of Regulators

 Privacy of the users

 Cybersecurity and dark web

 Wealth distribution 

 Concentration of Wealth (GINI Coefficient)

 Transparency issues

 Auditability

 Ethics of the platform
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Discussion

Role of Management

 Impact on Employees

 Challenges for smaller companies

 Centralization of Mining (inclusion issue)

 Inclusion 

 Cybersecurity

 Transparency issues

 Auditability

 Ethics of the platform

 Distributed and automated decision making
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Discussion

Role of Coders

 Verification

 Energy

 Distributed and automated decision making
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Discussion

Role of Miners

 Mining

 Verification

 Energy

 Centralization of Mining (inclusion issue)
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Conclusion

Open questions?

 What is the role of academic research for combining BC and 

Transparency?

 COVID-19 contact tracing: could BC be the solution?

 Why hasn’t BC been adopted more widely?

 What about government use of BC?

 Why not for e-voting? Especially during COVID-19
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